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DRAGONFLY DANCE

NEW | DRAGONFLY

DANCE QUILT KIT

Display these brightly hued
dragonflies as symbols of
good luck. Kit has foundationpiecing directions by Sheri
Cifaldi-Morrill of Whole Circle
Studio, foundations to copy,
a speckled Cotton + Steel
background fabric, and fifty
5" charm squares to customize
your dragonflies (with fabric
to spare). 32" x 32".
Kit #CF00195 $64.99
Pattern only
#CF00196 $11.95

CraftofQuilting.com

CraftofQuilting.com
A Division of Keepsake Quilting

Develop your skills Historically, quilters learned new skills from elders
at quilting bees. Today’s quilters can polish their skills with our online guidance.

Find your style Craft of Quilting's mission is to keep the love of this timehonored art form alive by showcasing kits in modernized designs, and providing
access to instructions that help quilters of all levels be the best they can be.

WHO ARE YOU? We've loosely labeled some of the
projects in this catalog according to skill level.

New at this
(and nervous)

So-sew
(but gaining
confidence)

A master
(and not
modest)

NEW | QUEEN BEE QUILT KIT
Make a honey of a quilt with a pieced bee.
Pattern by Kerry Goulder and fabrics from
Carrie Bloomston’s Dreamer collection for
Windham Fabrics.
Shop kit #CF00178 on page 7.

WE’RE LOVING:
Sweet Dreams.....p. 8–9
Stunning FQ's!.....p. 20-21
Must-have tools.....p. 24-27

SAVE!

A PLETHORA OF PURCHASES:

Check out the back of the catalog for
pages of discounts up to 50% off! Go to
our website, www.CraftofQuilting.com,
for more steals & deals.

NEW | BOOK NERD QUILT KIT
Good books and cozy quilts go hand in hand.
Pattern by Angela Pingel Designs, fabrics
from Angela’s Curious Dream collection by
Windham Fabrics.
Shop kit #CF00142 on page 9.

On the Cover:

ON LOCATION:

NEW | CATHEDRAL
QUILT KIT

Quilts photographed on location at Polished
& Proper, Laconia; Highland House Bed &
Breakfast, Tamworth; Our friend Betsy’s
house and dock, Conway Lake; Bearcamp
Garden, West Ossipee; and photographer
Evelyn’s house and porch, Moultonborough.

This symbol is used to
highlight our online
products: downloadable
tutorials, patterns and
more. For the full list of
options, go to
CraftofQuilting.com

Light glows from within this
fusible-appliqued quilt inspired
by a stained glass window.
Designed by Alison Glass, kit
has a chambray background
and prints from Alison’s
Seventy Six collection by
Andover Fabrics. Throw
54" x 54".
Kit #CF00167 $149.99
Pattern only #CF00169 $12.00

EXCLUSIVES:
Find our exclusive kits throughout
the catalog with symbol.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
All quilt kits include fabrics for the top
and binding unless noted otherwise.
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NEW | CELESTIAL QUILT KIT
Foundation piece a galaxy of stars using Kelly
Ventura’s Aria Collection for Windham Fabrics.
Alison Glass’s pattern has foundations to copy.
Shop kit #CF00150 on page 13.

NEW | LETTERS FROM HOME QUILT

NEW | PAPER BOAT QUILT KIT

Make every envelope special using Heather
Ross’s Sleeping Porch cotton-lawn fabrics from
Windham Fabrics.
Shop kit #CF00146 on page 15.

Set sail in origami-inspired boats made using
foundation piecing. Kit has the Cotton + Steel
pattern and Cotton + Steel fabrics from Rashida
Coleman-Hale’s Kujira & Star line.
Shop kit #CF00154 on page 28.

KIT

Copyright 2017 Keepsake Quilting, Inc. All rights reserved.
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PRISMATIC
NEW | SEVENTY SIX FABRIC BY THE YARD
Designer Alison Glass found inspiration in words like “harmony," “renewal,“ and “goodness” while
creating her color-saturated medium- to large-scale collection populated by flowers, birds and
bees. From Andover Fabrics.
Yardage #CF00171 plus letter $11.28 per yard

A

NEW | CATCH-

ALL BASKET KIT

B

Corral quilting tools,
knitting or toiletries in
this fabric basket done in
Alison Glass’s Seventy Six
fabric line for Andover
Fabrics. Kit has Heidi
Pridemore’s directions.
9" x 5" x 5".
Kit #CF00170 $29.99
Pattern only
#CF00187 $10.00

NEW | CIRCLE

TAKES THE
SQUARE QUILT
KIT

Minimalism gets
a pop of fun
color from the
Wonderland
collection by Rifle
Paper Co. for
Cotton + Steel.
Background is
a Kona Cotton
solid from Robert
Kaufman Fabrics.
Kit has Rosemarie
DeBoer’s applique
and piecing
directions.
Throw 46" x 58".
Preorder now for
March delivery.
Kit #CF00166
$64.99

NEW | WONDERLAND

COLLECTION

C

Magically find Alice, the
White Rabbit, Queen of
Hearts, Cheshire stripes
and caterpillar dots in
this 32-piece fat-quarter
collection in cotton,
cotton/linen canvas, and
rayon, some metallic
etched. Designed by
Rifle Paper Co. for
Cotton + Steel. 7¼"-tall
Alice. Preorder now for
March delivery.
#CF00202 $169.99

D
E
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DREAMER

GET IT FIRST—PREORDER NOW FOR MARCH DELIVERY!
NEW | MEDALLION

QUILT KIT

The spiky borders are
all printed for you! You
foundation piece the
Mariner’s Star center.
Kit has pattern by
Julie Goldin and Heidi
Pridemore, foundations
to copy, and fabrics
from Carrie Bloomston’s
Dreamer collection for
Windham Fabrics. Throw
46" x 46".
Kit #CF00179 $159.99

NEW | DREAMER

FABRIC BY THE
YARD

Ancestral Pueblo
pottery and our fragile
relationship with bees
inspired this collection
by Carrie Bloomston
for Windham Fabrics.
Also featured is Carrie’s
bestselling print with
newsprint-size letters.
Yardage #CF00180 plus
letter $10.96 per yard

NEW | QUEEN BEE QUILT KIT
Make a honey of a quilt with a giant foundation-pieced bee. Kit has pattern
by Kerry Goulder of Kid Giddy, foundations to copy, and fabrics from Carrie
Bloomston’s Dreamer collection for Windham Fabrics. Throw 60" x 80".
Kit #CF00178 $179.99

NEW | ROAD TRIP BAG KIT

B

E
C

A

D
F
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You’ll “bee” stylin’ with this great bag made
from Carrie Bloomston’s Dreamer collection
by Windham Fabrics. Kit has directions
by Jessica VanDenburgh of Sew Many
Creations. You provide hardware (offered
separately) and zippers. Handle hardware
for 1½"-wide straps has two triangle rings,
two swivel hooks and an adjustable slide.
16" x 12" x 8" deep.
Kit #CF00176 $74.99
Pattern only #CF00177 $10.00
Handle hardware #CF00197 $15.00
Set of two twist locks #CF00198 $4.50
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 7

SWEET
DREAMS

NEW | SLEEP TIGHT

NEW | SLEEP TIGHT BABY QUILT KIT
It’s cute and contemporary and easily made from
a set of two panels by Sarah Watts of Cotton +
Steel. Carry through the neutral look with nursery
accessories from the coordinating fat-quarter
collection shown below. 40" x 50".
Kit #CF00155 $49.99

MOBILE KIT

Cut printed motifs, sew on
backing and stuff for this fun
mobile in fabrics from Sarah
Watts for Cotton + Steel. You
provide the stuffing, yarn and
hanger. 7½"-tall tree.
Kit #CF00156 $24.99

NEW

ALL IN
THE
FAMILY
Stitch
your whole family, personalizing as
you wish. Counted cross-stitch kit has
directions, 14-ct ivory Aida cloth, cotton floss,
needle, charts with alphabet and choice of 32 adult,
child and pet motifs and an 8" wooden hoop.
#CF00183 $19.99

NEW | BOOK NERD QUILT KIT
A good book and a cozy quilt go hand in
hand. Kit has pattern by Angela Pingel
Designs, foundation-piecing directions,
foundations to copy, and fabrics from
Angela’s Curious Dream collection by
Windham Fabrics. Throw 54" x 66".
Kit #CF00142 $159.99
Pattern only #CF00143 $12.00

Includes options for personalization

NEW | FELT
CRITTER KITS

NEW | SLEEP TIGHT COLLECTION
Bunnies, owls and assorted critters go
modern in a neutral color palette by Sarah
Watts of Cotton + Steel. The 23-piece fatquarter collection features cotton prints
and one cotton/linen print, some with
gold metallic.
#CF00201 $99.99
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They’re so much fun
to make and to give or
display. Each kit includes
directions and everything
you need, including wool/
rayon felt, embroidery
floss, wool stuffing, and
needle. Easy-to-advanced
design options.
Kangaroo, 3¾" tall,
#CF00185 $24.99
Felix Fox, 6½" tall,
#CF00186 $34.99
Penguin, 3¾" tall,
#CF00184 $24.99

CARKAI COLLECTION AND MODERN BABY QUILT
PATTERN
Decorate any room—even the nursery—with this 28-piece fat-quarter fabric
collection by Carolyn Friedlander for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Includes a free
pattern for the 40" x 50" baby quilt by Brigit Gail Dermott for Modern Patchwork
magazine. The quilt calls for six to ten fat quarters.
#CF00139 $99.99
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 9

HATTIE’S
DRESDEN QUILT KIT
A lopsided look really
adds to the fun! May
Chappell’s pattern for the
pieced and appliqued quilt
has directions for seven
sizes including the 54" x
77" kitted throw shown
done in Janine Vangool’s
Uppercase fabric line from
Windham Fabrics. Quilt
requires the Creative Grids®
18° Dresden Plate acrylic
ruler, available separately.
Kit #CF00078 $129.99
Pattern only
#CF00134 $12.00
18° Dresden Plate ruler
#CF00140 $25.45
How To>Quilt Applique> Sew Easy Lessons—Easy Machine
Applique at CraftofQuilting.com

UPPERCASE
H
G

K
J

F

LAZY SUNDAY QUILT AND PILLOW KITS

E
D

C

B

A

UPPERCASE MAGAZINE

UPPERCASE FABRIC BY THE YARD
The designs along the spines of Janine Vangool’s popular Uppercase
magazine inspired these unique patterns from Windham Fabrics.
½" flowers.
Yardage #CF00107 plus letter $10.88 per yard
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Crafters, quilters, and any creative types, get ready to find a
wealth of inspiration within this eclectic magazine “for the
creative and curious.” Publisher, editor and designer Janine
Vangool’s great magazine (which is really more like a book)
is over a hundred pages and is based in graphic design,
illustration and crafting. Preorder Issue 33 for April delivery.
Issue 29 (Apr, May, Jun 2016) #CF00135 $18.00 $14.99
Issue 30 (Jul, Aug, Sep 2016) #CF00118 $18.00 $14.99
Issue 31 (Oct, Nov, Dec 2016) #CF00119 $18.00
NEW | Issue 32 (Jan, Feb, Mar 2017) #CF00203 $18.00
NEW | Issue 33 (Apr, May, Jun 2017) #CF00207 $18.00

Half Log-Cabin blocks show lots of pizzazz done in Janine Vangool’s Uppercase fabric
collection by Windham Fabrics. May Chappell’s pattern has piecing directions for a quilt
in five sizes and a pillow. We’ve kitted the top and binding of the 91" x 102" queen-size
quilt shown and the top, back and binding of a set of two 18" x 18" pillows.
Quilt kit #CF00105 $249.99
Pillow kit #CF00082 $44.99
Pattern only #CF00106 $12.00
How To>How to Get Started>What Is a Fat Quarter Anyway (Quilty #232) at
CraftofQuilting.com

AURIFIL™ UPPERCASE THREAD COLLECTION
The color palette of fabric designer Janine Vangool is captured in this collection of
50-weight/2-ply fine Italian cotton thread. The twelve 1422-yard spools come in a snapclosure plastic case.
#CF00108 $130.00
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 11

LAKE
LIFE
NEW | SCHOOLED QUILT KIT
Red-finned shark, angelfish and butterflyfish swim through this
pieced quilt with fabrics from Kelly Ventura’s Aria collection for
Windham Fabrics. Pattern by Carrie Strong of Carrie-AlongQuilts recommends the Tri-Recs tool set for the spiky fins.
Throw 60" x 68".
Kit #CF00152 $139.99
Pattern only #CF00153 $19.99
Tri-Recs™ Tools, #CF00208 $15.99

NEW | CELESTIAL
QUILT KIT
Foundation piece a galaxy
of stars using Kelly Ventura’s
Aria Collection for Windham
Fabrics. Alison Glass’s pattern
has foundations to copy. Throw
64" x 70".
Kit #CF00150 $159.99
Pattern only #CF00151 $12.00

SCHOOL OF FISH
QUILT KIT
Make a splash with
these colorful fish.
Pattern has directions
by Alexia Abegg for
a choice of hand- or
machine-applique
techniques. Fabrics are
from Sarah Watts’s From Porto with Love line for
Cotton + Steel. Throw 64" x 72".
Kit #CF00113 $109.99
How To>Quilt Applique>Simple Fusible
Applique at CraftofQuilting.com

SQUARE YOU GO QUILT KIT
PORTSIDE TRAVEL SET KIT
A striking folk-art cotton/linen canvas from Rifle
Paper Co.’s Les Fleurs collection for Cotton + Steel
makes these finely detailed bags special. Pattern by
Grainline Studio has directions for the 20" x 12" x
11½"-deep duffel, 9" x 6¼" x 4"-deep sundries bag and
9" x 7½" pouch. Kit has outside and lining fabric. You
provide zippers and hardware.
Kit #CF00114 $149.99
Pattern only #CF00116 $18.00
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It’s very “in” to be square, especially when the
squares are fabrics from Melody Miller’s Trinket
collection for Cotton + Steel. Pattern from
Green Bee Patterns has easy piecing directions
for five quilt sizes, including the kitted 37" x 47"
baby/throw size shown.
Kit #CF00115 $79.99
Pattern only #CF00117 $14.00
How To>Sewing Quilt Blocks Together>How
to Align Sashing Strips at CraftofQuilting.com
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 13

NEW | AURIFIL™

SLEEPING
PORCH THREAD
COLLECTION

Treat yourself to
the glorious thread
colors inspired by
Heather Ross’s
fabric line. Collection
includes twelve
1422-yard spools of
50-weight/2-ply fine
Italian cotton thread.
Includes a snapclosure plastic case.
#CF00173 $130.00

SLEEPING
PORCH

NEW | LETTERS
FROM HOME QUILT
KIT
Make every envelope
special using Heather
Ross’s Sleeping Porch cotton-lawn fabrics
from Windham Fabrics. Pattern has piecing
directions by Heather Givans of Crimson
Tate. To help you fussy cut motifs for the
envelope flaps, we offer a 3½" x 3½" acrylic
template. Throw 71" x 78".
Kit #CF00146 $179.99
Pattern only #CF00147 $12.00
Fussy-cut template #CF00175 $12.00
Backing, 4½ yards, #CF00174 $49.99

A

B

C

D

E

F

NEW | SLEEPING

PORCH FABRIC
BY THE YARD

NEW | TULIPS QUILT KIT
Experience the glorious colors of springtime in this
pieced quilt featuring the soft cotton-lawn fabrics
from Heather Ross’s Sleeping Porch line for Windham
Fabrics. Twin 71" x 84".
Kit #CF00148 $179.99
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Printed on
lightweight, silkysoft cotton lawn, this
joyous collection is
by Heather Ross for
Windham Fabrics.
Great for quilts and
wearables. Flowers
up to 1⅝" across.
Yardage
#CF00172 plus letter
$11.76 per yard

PAPER
OBSESSED
FABRIC BY
THE YARD

F

A
B

C

D

E

Get into the
schooldays spirit
with composition
notebooks, binder
paper and even
paper airplanes. This
clever collection is by
Heather Givans for
Windham Fabrics.
2¼"-wide envelopes.
Yardage
#CF00077 plus letter
$10.88 per yard

SUCCULENT GARDEN
QUILT KIT
Cut triangle shapes from
pieced strip sets to create
these hexagons. Pattern has
directions by Heather Givans for
Crimson Tate for four quilt sizes,
including the 58" x 70" kitted
throw size shown. Fabrics are
from Heather’s Paper Obsessed
line for Windham Fabrics.
Kit #CF00076 $109.99
Pattern only
#CF00112 $15.00
How To>Common Quilt
Units and Blocks>Strip Sets at
CraftofQuilting.com

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL QUILT KIT
Make sure the paper
airplanes are perfect every
time using foundation
piecing directions by
Heather Givans from
Crimson Tate for two quilt
sizes, including the 48" x
36" kitted throw/baby size
shown. Fabrics are from
Heather Givans’s Paper
Obsessed line for Windham.
Kit #CF00075 $99.99
Pattern only
#CF00111 $15.00
How To>Common
Quilt Units and
Blocks>Foundation Paper
Piecing Instructions for
Quilts at CraftofQuilting.com
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PAPER
OBSESSED
POP-UP BASKET KITS
A spiral wire makes these bags pop up once sewn.
The bags can then be collapsed and tied for easy
storage. Each kit includes pattern from the Fat
Quarter Gypsy for four sizes, fabrics from Heather
Givans’s Paper Obsessed line for Windham for
the medium or extra-large size, and one set of
pop-up wires.
Extra-large kit, 14" diameter x 16" high,
#CF00074 $74.99
Medium kit, 8" diameter x 8" high,
#CF00073 $44.99
Pattern only #CF00104 $10.00

SUN &
SHADOW QUILT KIT
Piece the zigzags, and add long strips in
fabrics from Amy Butler’s Eternal Sunshine
line for FreeSpirit. Pattern is by Terry Albers
of Hedgehog Quilts. Throw 58" x 72".
Kit #CF00083 $119.99
Pattern only #CF00085 $10.00
Backing, 3¾ yards, #CF00084 $49.99
How To>Sewing Quilt Blocks
Together>How to Sew Long Seams
(Quilty #318) at CraftofQuilting.com

IN THE GARDEN
TEA
WITH MARA
QUILT KIT
Great for showcasing Tula Pink’s
large-scale Slow & Steady prints for
FreeSpirit, this quilt is just squares and
rectangles. Pattern by Deanne Moore
of Creative Sewlutions has directions
for nine sizes, including table-toppers.
Kit includes fabrics for the 62" x 80"
twin quilt shown.
Kit #CF00097 $149.99
Pattern only #CF00098 $9.00
How To>How to Get Started>
Color Selection Using a Focus Fabric
at CraftofQuilting.com
For Slow & Steady fabric by the yard,
see page 22.
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AURIFIL™ THE MODERN QUILTER THREAD OF
THE MONTH CLUB
Collect four colors a month, and at the end of 12 months, you’ll have
the modern quilter’s favorite AURIfil colors for piecing, applique
and machine-quilting projects. As a club member, each month
you’ll receive four 1422-yard spools of 50-weight/ 2-ply fine Italian
cotton thread. As a special gift for joining the club, we’ll also send
you a free plastic hinged-lid case in the first month, a $10.00 value,
to hold all 48 spools. We’ll charge your credit card each month.
#1001220 $49.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

NEW | KONA® COTTON SOLIDS TEN-SQUARE CLUB
It’s hip to be square, especially when the squares are made of the
finest cotton solids that have become quilting favorites. As a club
member, each month for 12 months, you’ll receive a 42-piece colorthemed collection of precut 10" squares from Robert Kaufman
Fabrics. We’ll charge your credit card each month.
#CF00199 $29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

MONTHLY GOODIES

CROSSROADS BLOCKOF-THE-MONTH QUILT
Look forward to six exciting
months of vibrant fabrics
from Windham and fun
piecing directions by Heidi
Pridemore of the Whimsical
Workshop. Each month you’ll
receive directions and fabrics
for a section of the 67" x 76"
throw-size quilt top designed
by Ashley Newcomb from
Film in the Fridge.
Block of the month
#CF00038 $49.99 per
month, $3.99 shipping
per month
How To>Common Quilt
Units and Blocks> Diagonal
Seams (Flippy Corners) at
CraftofQuilting.com

Kona Cotton Solids Collections
Enjoy shades from pale to deep dark when you
choose these 12-piece fat-quarter collections from
Robert Kaufman Fabrics.
Pool Party #CF00017 $34.99
Fuchsia #CF00018 $34.99
Gray #CF00019 $34.99

FaT
QuarTErs

HeMMa Collection
Showcasing her signature
Scandinavian style, Lotta
Jansdotter combines half
moons, cat faces, and tulips
(up to 2¼" wide) in this
19-piece fat-quarter collection
for Windham Fabrics.
#CF00133 $49.99

Arcade GaMe Collection
Delight in 18 gorgeous hues spanning
the rainbow in this fat-quarter Kona
Cotton solids collection by Robert
Kaufman Fabrics.
#CF00021 $49.99
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Natalie Pattern
Turn Drunkard Path blocks into tulips! Pattern by
Main Street Market Designs has piecing directions
for a twin quilt or the 47" x 64" throw size shown
in which six fat quarters are needed for the tulips.
(We showcased the whole Hemma collection.)
#CF00032 $10.00

NEW | BlacK & White

Collection

NEW | Hello LoVe Collection

It’s not as simple as black and white.
It’s far more interesting with the diverse
patterns and shades of gray in this
21-piece Jennifer Sampou fat-quarter
collection by Robert Kaufman Fabrics.
#CF00159 $74.00

Find flowers, birds, stars, and even
octopuses in this vibrant-hued 28-piece
fat-quarter collection of small- to largescale prints by Heather Bailey for FreeSpirit.
Pre-order for February delivery.
#CF00165 $99.99

NEW | Carolyn Friedlander

Collection

The influence of her architectural
background can be felt in the clean,
modern designs of Carolyn Friedlander’s
25-piece fat-quarter collection for Robert
Kaufman Fabrics.
#CF00158 $88.00
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 21

Stonington
Fabric by the
Yard

NEW | Aria

Look to the fashions and
decor of the 1970’s, and
you’ll find the influence
for Denyse Schmidt’s
new fabric line for
FreeSpirit. Bandanna
print has 2¼" medallions.
Yardage #CF00099 plus
letter $10.88 per yard

A

Fabric by the
Yard

E

Capture a modern
sensibility with the
bursting florals
and energetic
brush strokes in
Kelly Ventura’s
collection for
Windham Fabrics.
Flower bursts
about 3" across.
Yardage
#CF00160 plus letter
$10.96 per yard
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NEW | Splendor

Maribel Fabric by the Yard
Childhood weekends in the country inspired Windham’s
floral collection designed by Annabel Wrigley of Little
Pincushion Studio. Flowers up to 1¼" across.
Yardage #CF00081 plus letter $10.88 per yard

E

D

Whisper Fabric by the Yard

Fabric by the
Yard

F

FreeSpirit’s designer
Amy Butler found
inspiration for her
folkloric collection in
the mystical musings of
Mother Nature. Flowers
up to 4¾" across.
Yardage #CF00162 plus
letter $10.96 per yard

Butterflies float among painterly, collaged florals in this feminine
collection by Victoria Johnson for Windham. Butterflies up to 4" across.
Yardage #1002506 plus letter $10.88 per yard

Slow & Steady Fabric by the Yard
Hares and snails and brilliant fanciful flowers make for a delightful
combination in this FreeSpirit collection by Tula Pink. 2¾" black-andwhite “wheels.”
Yardage #CF00100 plus letter $10.88 per yard

Fabulous Fabric
A

B
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H

Mendocino Fabric
by the Yard
A

B
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Whimsy abounds in this
sea-life collection featuring
seahorses, octopuses and
mermaids up to 5¾" tall.
Yardage
#1002659 plus letter
$10.88 per yard $6.96
1-877-821-8801 [www.CraftofQuilting.com] | 23

JUST FOR FUN!
COTTON + STEEL
COLORING BOOK
Welcome to an innovative
world of art, whimsy, and
wonder! The design team
from the vintage-meets-mod
Cotton + Steel fabric line
brings its one-of-a-kind style
to the coloring page. Designs
by Melody Miller, Sarah Watts,
Rashida Coleman-Hale, Alexia
Marcelle Abegg and Kim
Kight. 8¼" x 9", 160 pages.
#1002512 $15.99

QUILT GIVING
Find 19 quilts that make
perfect presents for
someone special, or for
yourself! Deborah Fisher's
book has directions using
traditional techniques
for a wide range of skill
levels, and includes tips
on creating with different
age ranges and genders
in mind, and choosing
projects for group quilts.
144 pages.
#1006001 $24.99

TULA PINK
COLORING BOOK
Get your creative juices
flowing with this coloring
book designed by the
one and only Tula Pink!
Coloring book includes
75 of Tula Pink's fabric
designs stripped down
to the black-and-white
essence, just waiting for
you to add your own
touch of color. De-stress,
energize, and be delighted
by the playful designs
brought to you from the
world of Pinkerville. Includes perforated tear-out pages filled with
fantastical, mischievous creativity.
#1001683 $15.99

AURIFIL™
HAZEL
THREAD
COLLECTION
Allison Harris of
Cluck Cluck Sew
worked exclusively
with Aurifil to
create the vibrant
palette in this
collection featuring
ten 220-yard
spools of high-quality 50-wt cotton thread.
#1001646 $45.99

PORTA-TRACE® LED LIGHT PANEL
Trace block or applique patterns on this slim portable light box
with a 6" x 9" illuminated tracing area with super-bright, uniform
lighting, and 50,000 hours of LED life. Please specify black, blue,
orange, yellow or pink.
#1002142 $99.99

TOOLS

OLFA 24" X 36"
CUTTING MAT
This self-healing rotarycutting mat, with one
gridded side and one plain
side, provides the perfect
cutting surface while
protecting your work area!
#1000853 $63.99

QUILT WITH TULA &
ANGELA
In this 208-page book,
fans of Tula Pink and
Angela Walters will
see an array of colorful
illustrations and
descriptive education on
how to best bring quilts
to life. Tula Pink will bring
readers through 17 quilts
of varying sizes, pairing
one quilt shape with one
color family per chapter.
The final chapter focuses
on the rainbow! Angela
Walters, in collaboration
with Tula Pink, provides
surface interest to every project choosing from 24 different
quilting motifs. Also includes many different tips and techniques
on binding, backing, piecing and tools.
#CF00141 $26.99

INSUL-BRIGHT™
Make potholders, oven mitts and
lunch bags using this easy-to-sew
insulated polyester lining. 22" wide.
#1002511 $2.96 per yard

OLFA 6" X 24" RULER
If you only have one acrylic
ruler, this is the size you
need. This frosted, non-slip
general-purpose acrylic
ruler has ⅛" markings.
#1000852 $27.99
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NEW | QUILT WALL
The 72" x 72" felted design cloth is great
for holding fabric in place without pinning.
#CF00189 $39.99
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TOOLS
CREATIVE GRIDS® 60° TRIANGLE
RULER
Cut 30° and 60° angles up to 12" high
using this acrylic ruler with embedded
gripper dots.
A. #1000854 $26.99

HOME DECORATOR NOTIONS
If you’re sewing your own designer bags
and home-dec items, you’ll need these
handy notions.
B. Twenty-four 7/16" decorative nails
#1000962 $1.99
C. ⅞" x 2¼" swivel hook #1000808 $3.99
D. 5¼" seam ripper #1000911 $2.99
E. Ten 7/16" eyelets (with tools)
#1000807 $11.99
F. Eight ⅜" brass grommets
#1000959 $4.99

QUILTER’S SEWING NOTIONS
The 60"/140cm retractable tape measure
comes in a 2" x 2" plastic case. The 1⅝"
fine fork pins are for quilting and general
sewing. The 23/16"-long clips are a great
alternative to pins for bindings and
heavy fabrics.
G. 12 jumbo Wonder Clips #1000841 $13.99
H. 35 fork pins #1000840 $9.99
J. Flexible tape measure #1000839 $6.99

MOLDABLE BATTING
Add stiffness to bags and craft projects
using this unique, polyester heat-activated
fabric. 18" x 45".
K. #1002143 $17.99

AURIFIL™ BASICS THREAD
COLLECTION
These 1422-yard spools of fine Italian
50-weight/2-ply cotton thread are great
for hand and machine piecing, applique
and machine quilting. Snap-closure
plastic case comes with 12 spools of
must-have neutral colors.
L. #1002500 $129.99
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A

PIN ASSORTMENTS

GINGHER® SCISSORS

Have the appropriate pin for every job.
The safety-pin assortment has 1⅛" coilless pins and 1½" and 2" coiled pins. The
straight-pin assortment has flat-head,
glow-head, quilting, applique and T-pins.
M. 250 extra-fine glass-head pins, 1⅜,
#1000843 $7.99
N. 40 curved basting pins, 2",
#1000844 $4.99
P. 90-ct safety pin assortment
#1000845 $7.99
Q. 230-ct straight pin assortment
#1000846 $7.99

Get the very best when you choose the
premier line of scissors. The versatile knifeedge dressmaker shears will cut multiple
layers of fabric. The fine-tip embroidery
scissors are for snipping threads and for
applique work. And the paddle-shaped
blade of the applique scissors is for
controlled cuts close to the stitching.
W. 6" applique scissors #1000849 $33.99
X. 8" dressmaker shears #1000847 $39.99
Y. 4" embroidery scissors
#1000848 $29.99

SEAM GUIDE
Draw an exact ¼" seam allowance on any
shape template by inserting pen or pencil
into the hole of the acrylic disk and tracing
around the shape. Set of six.
R. #1002144 $5.99

NEW | PIN PICKER UPPER
Pick up pins and needles with the
magnetic end of the telescoping handle,
which extends up to 25".
S. #CF00191 $5.99

NEW | ITTY MAGNETIC PIN BOWL
This stainless steel bowl has a magnetic
bottom that pushes pin ends safely out
to the bowl’s edge. 4¼" diameter. We'll
choose a color for you.
T. #CF00194 $7.99

PERFECT PIECING SEAM GUIDE
For a scant ¼" seam, place the 4" x 1¼"
plastic guide under your presser foot; lower
the needle through the hole; place masking
tape against the guide; and remove guide
for sewing.
U. #1002499 $5.99

MIGHTY BRIGHT® SEWING
MACHINE LIGHT
Attach the 2½" x 1" adhesive-backed base
to your machine, and slip in the light. The
flexible-neck light has a powerful LED that
never needs replacing and comes with one
AAA battery and an extra mounting base.
V. #1002498 $14.99

G

K

B

L

S

BATTING SEAM TAPE
Join batting scraps together using this 1½"wide soft fusible tape. 10-yard roll.
Z. #1002145 $6.99

T

M

N

HERA MARKING TOOL
Mark applique creases or quilting lines
on any color fabric without leaving
ink, pencil or chalk residue. Just make
temporary creases using the sharp edge
of this 5"-long plastic tool.
AA. #1000842 $5.99

V

C
J
R

W

H
U

OLFA® SPLASH™ ROTARY
CUTTER
Now in royal purple, the 45mm Olfa cutter
has a contoured, grooved handle (to
prevent finger slippage) and a quickblade-change design. A GREAT VALUE!
AB. Cutter #1000850 $17.99
AC. 45mm refill blades (5) #1000851 $34.99

AA
D
E
Z

X

AB

LED NEEDLE THREADER
A bright LED light is activated when you
slide the threader out of its protective
plastic case, which includes a built-in
thread cutter. 1" x 1¾" closed.
AD. #1002497 $6.99

AC

AD
F

SCHMETZ SEWING MACHINE
NEEDLES
Universal needles have a slightly rounded
point and are great general-purpose
needles. Microtex needles have a thin acute
point, creating perfectly straight stitches for
quilt piecing when precision is paramount.
AE. Universal assortment, four each 70/10
and 80/12 and two 90/14, #1000956 $5.99
AF. Universal, five 80/12, #1000954 $3.99
AG. Microtex, five 80/12, #1000955 $4.99

Y

P
Q
AE

AF

AG
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NEW | POSH

NEW | PAPER BOAT QUILT KIT
Set sail in origami-inspired boats made using
foundation piecing. Kit has the Cotton + Steel
pattern with foundations to copy and Cotton +
Steel fabrics from Rashida Coleman-Hale’s Kujira
& Star line. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #CF00154 $99.99

PATH QUILT KIT

Big pieced blocks lead the way to a simply eyepleasing quilt done in Amy Butler’s Splendor
fabric line by FreeSpirit. Throw 58" x 58".
Kit #CF00157 $84.99
Backing, 4 yards, #CF00161 $49.99

POINTED
EDGES

NEW
HERE COMES
THE FUN QUILT KIT
Being different is a splendid thing!
Especially when it looks like this pieced
quilt. Fabrics are designed for Art Gallery
Fabrics by Caroline Hulse of Sew Caroline.
Throw 56" x 75".
Kit #CF00144 $159.99
Backing, 3½ yards, #CF00145 $49.99
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NEW | BIG STAR CHEVRON
QUILT KIT
One giant star is quite enough when it radiates
in a fresh palette of little prints from Lotta
Jansdotter’s Lilla collection for Windham
Fabrics. Pattern has piecing directions by Sam
Hunter of Hunter’s Design Studio. Throw 58" x
82". Preorder now for March delivery.
Kit #CF00181 $109.99
Pattern only #CF00182 $12.00
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MEDINA QUILT KIT
Put big “plus” signs into your
quilting using traditional and
template piecing directions from
Tiffany Hayes from Needle in a
Hayes Stack. The vibrant mix of
fabrics is from Jennifer Paganelli’s
Color Brigade line for FreeSpirit.
Throw 60" x 75".
Kit #CF00091 $119.99
Pattern only #CF00092 $10.00
How To>Common Quilt Units
and Blocks>Diagonal Seams (Flippy
Corners) at CraftofQuilting.com

SHENANDOAH QUILT KIT
A great zigzag print gets lots of the credit for this easy quilt. Pattern has piecing
directions in seven sizes by Deanne Moore of Creative Sewlutions. Kitted fabrics
are from Anna Maria Horner’s Mod Corsage line for FreeSpirit for the 80" x 92"
full-size quilt shown.
Kit #CF00095 $199.99
Pattern only #CF00096 $9.00

COLOR
BRIGADE
UPTOWN GIRL
QUILT KIT
Showing off great
fabrics is easy using
piecing directions
from Deanne Moore of
Creative Sewlutions.
Kit has pattern with
directions for seven
sizes, and Jennifer
Paganelli’s Color Brigade
fabrics from FreeSpirit
for the 44" x 58" lap-size
quilt shown.
Kit #CF00088 $79.99
Pattern only
#CF00090 $9.00
Backing, 3 yards,
#CF00089 $39.99
How To>How to Get Started>
Practicing Scale: A Lesson in Prints
at CraftofQuilting.com
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How To>Sewing Quilt Blocks Together>How to Sew Long Seams (Quilty #318)
at CraftofQuilting.com

MOD
CORSAGE

BOHO REVERSIBLE BED
RUNNER KIT
With no piecing involved, just two fabrics
make up this easy runner by Terry Albers
of Hedgehog Quilts. Kit has front and
back fabrics from Anna Maria Horner’s
Mod Corsage line for FreeSpirit. 36" x 72".
Kit #CF00086 $84.99
Pattern only #CF00087 $10.00
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Converging Hours Quilt Kit

Flying Triangles Quilt Kit

Eye-catching in a classic two-color palette, this pieced quilt designed
by Lee Chappell Monroe will never go out of style. As seen in Modern
Patchwork. Throw 48" x 72".
Kit #CF00070 $87.38

Fan blocks take an unexpected turn in this pieced quilt made
from Bari J.’s fabric line for Art Gallery Fabrics. As seen in
Modern Patchwork. Throw 40" x 40".
Kit #CF00058 $60.00

modern
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color

Tidal Wave Quilt Kit

Missing a Cog Quilt Kit

Give the traditional pieced Ocean Wave pattern a modern look
using Kim Andersson’s Tidal Lace fabric line for Windham Fabrics.
As seen in Modern Patchwork. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #CF00060 $79.99

Cogs will be the only thing you’re missing in this innovative
pieced design made from Cherrywood Hand Dyed Fabrics.
As seen in Modern Patchwork. Throw 60" x 72".
Kit #CF00064 $94.99

Black + White Improv Pillows Kit

Rainbow Buttons Quilt Kit

Create the beautiful Improv Pillows in Black + White by Malka
Dubrawsky at home with this must-have kit. This kit includes
enough fabric to create two 18", 20" or 22" pillows. Includes
backing. As seen in Modern Patchwork.
Kit #CF00065 $74.99

Mix two traditional blocs—Drunkard’s Path and Nine Patch—to
create this quilt by Nichole Ramirez. Fabrics are Kona Cotton
solids by Robert Kaufman Fabrics. As seen in Modern Patchwork.
Throw 60" x 75".
Kit #CF00059 $114.99

Chain Reaction Quilt Kit
It only takes two fabrics to make a dramatic statement.
Kit has curved-piecing directions by Gosia Pawlowska,
and Moda fabrics from BasicGrey’s Grunge Basics line.
Throw 56" x 56". As seen in Modern Patchwork.
Kit #CF00109 $89.99

modern
lIneS

How To>Common Quilt Units and Blocks>Sew EasyPiecing Curves at CraftofQuilting.com

Deco Daybreak Quilt Kit
NEW | Modern Patchwork MagaZines

Inspired by art-deco architectural
designs, this pieced half-hexagon quilt
requires no Y-seams. Fabrics are Kona
Cotton solids by Robert Kaufman
Fabrics. As seen in Modern Patchwork.
Throw 52" x 50".
Kit #CF00123 $99.99

Find out what’s trending in the world of modern
quilting. Each issue is packed with patterns for
a whole range of contemporary projects, from
pillows to bags to quilts, as well as quilting tips and
informative articles. Preorder Modern Patchwork 2
now for May delivery.
Modern Patchwork Winter 2017 #CF00138 $14.99
Modern Patchwork 1 (Mar/Apr 2017) #CF00204 $6.99
Modern Patchwork 2 (May/Jun 2017) #CF00209 $6.99

New York Beauty
Pillow Pattern and
Fat Quarter Bundle
Cotton + Steel fabrics make
these pillows explode with color.
Each eight-piece fat-quarter
collection includes a pattern for
the 18" x 18" pillow by Modern
Patchwork magazine.
Mustard #CF00127 $29.99
Pink #CF00128 $29.99

Bartacks Quilt Kit
Strip-piecing with these fabrics from the Denim Studio
line by Art Gallery Fabrics is easy since they’re 56"–59"
wide. Pattern has directions by AGF Studio. Throw
55" x 55". As seen in Modern Patchwork.
Kit #CF00110 $99.99
How To>Sewing Quilt Blocks Together>How to Sew
Long Seams (Quilty #318) at CraftofQuilting.com
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Pink

Mustard
Pink

Mustard

FABRIC CLEARANCE

PRICES WAY TOO GOOD TO MISS!

EASTHAM FABRIC BY
THE YARD
Summers on Cape Cod
inspired this charming
collection. Widest stripe 2".
Yardage #1002528 plus letter
$10.88 per yard $6.96

A

B

D

E

F

ENCHANTED FABRIC
BY THE YARD
Orange definitely does go
with purple in the grandest
sort of way. Flowers up to
1¾" across.
Yardage #1002551 plus letter
$10.24 per yard $6.24

C

D

A

B

D

C

CHIPPER FABRIC BY THE YARD
Find chipmunks hidden amongst the blooms of this fabric collection.
Yardage #1002536 plus letter $10.88 per yard $6.96

B

White provides the
perfect backdrop
for these painterly
designs. Flowers
up to 2½" across.
Yardage #1002667
plus letter $12.00
per yard $8.00

D

E

C

LAVISH
FABRIC BY THE
YARD

B

F

COTTON + STEEL FAT QUARTER ASSORTMENT PACKS
Stock up on an eclectic variety of great prints. Each assortment
contains 40 fat quarters for a total of 10 yards per box.
Blue #1000132 $89.99 $49.99
Mustard #1000136 $89.99 $49.99
Pink #1000134 $89.99 $49.99

A

BLUSH & BLOOMS FABRIC BY THE YARD
A

PARTY
ANIMALS
FABRIC BY
THE YARD

F
D
B

E

C

A

WOODLAND CLEARING FABRIC BY
THE YARD
Just touch these high-thread-count,
combed-cotton lawn prints to see how
special they are. 1¾"-tall owls.
Yardage #CF00053 plus letter
$9.60 per yard $6.96
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Vintage animal
prints take a
modern, kidpleasing twist.
Printed on 100%
organic cotton,
collection has
3¼"-tall animals.
Yardage
#1002662 plus
letter $10.88
per yard $6.96

B

C

D

E

This fun and flirty collection is as refreshing as a breath of fresh air.
Flowers up to 2⅞" across.
Yardage #CF00003 plus letter $10.88 per yard $6.96

F

G

A
B

F
C

D

E

FESTIVE COLLECTION
Use these cheery small-scale prints in cute holiday projects. Eight-piece fatquarter collection. 1¾"-long stockings.
#CF00124 $29.99 $24.99

CHRISTMAS COLORS
QUILT KIT
Create the curves without curved
piecing! It’s done with top-stitching.
Throw 60" x 72".
Kit #1002537 $149.99 $119.99

HOLIDAY MUST-HAVES
AT JOYOUS PRICES!

WINTER WONDERLAND COLLECTION
Welcome winter in the sweetest possible way using
this eight-piece fat-quarter collection. Figures up to
2¾" high.
#CF00126 $29.99 $24.99

MORE MERRIMENT COLLECTION
Add whimsy to your Christmas projects with comical snowmen and Santas
(up to 5½" tall). Eight-piece fat-quarter collection.
#CF00125 $29.99 $24.99

HOLIDAY
MEDALLION QUILT KIT
Here’s one to pass down
through the generations. It’s
pieced and machine appliqued.
King 110" x 110".
Kit #1002541 $329.99 $249.99
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A

CHRISTMAS
COLORS TREE SKIRT
KIT
Elegant prints make for the loveliest of tree skirts. 42" diameter.
Kit #1002539 $69.99 $49.99

B

C

D

E

MERRY MISTLETOE FABRIC BY THE YARD
Display a project from these bold, large-scale green and red
prints during the holidays or at any time of the year. Fabrics are
by Dena Designs for FreeSpirit.
Yardage #1002543 plus letter $10.88 per yard $6.96
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DEEP DISCOUNTS

THE BEST PRICES OF THE SEASON!

TULA PINK CHIPPER COLLECTION
Feel the upbeat spirit in this medium-scale 18-piece fat-quarter
collection featuring chipmunks, foxes, flowers and geometrics.
#CF00004 $59.99 $49.99

INTERLOCK
QUILT KIT
RAJASTHAN QUILT KIT
Woven Indian rugs inspired this unusual pieced and appliqued quilt.
Throw 57" x 73".
Kit #1002525 $119.99 $79.99
Backing, 3¾ yards, #1002526 $49.99 $29.99

Allow a fabulous
background print to play a starring role.
Twin 62" x 84".
Kit #1002518 $139.99 $99.99
Backing, 5⅛ yards, #1002519 $64.99 $49.99

SMALL OTTOMAN KIT

KEEP IT IN SIGHT ORGANIZER KIT

Here’s a clever way to store quilts or blankets. The quilted,
Velcro®-closure ottoman opens on one side. 18" x 12" x 12".
Kit #1002534 $54.99 $39.99

Get organized in the cheeriest sort of way. Kit includes fabrics for
front and back. You’ll supply rings, stiffener material and vinyl for
pockets. 24" x 20".
Kit #1002532 $49.99 $29.99

FLUTTER QUILT AND
SHAM KITS
COME FLY
WITH ME QUILT
KIT
Flying Geese soar
among the butterflies
in this pieced quilt.
Twin 69" x 94".
Kit #1002140
$129.99 $89.99
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Up the happiness factor with
butterflies. Each kit has piecing
and fusible-applique directions
and fabrics for either the top
and binding of the 86" x 86"
quilt or front and back of two
30" x 20" shams.
Quilt kit #1002503
$149.99 $99.99
Sham kit #1002505
$49.99 $29.99

WOVEN QUILT KIT
Purples and greens sing against
a background of white in this
foundation-pieced design. King
100" x 100".
Kit #1002529 $249.99 $199.99
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LAST
CHANCE
QUANTITIES
ARE LIMITED!

BUTTERFLY
QUILT KIT
THE SKY IS
FALLING RUNNER KIT
PARTY ANIMALS
PILLOWS KIT

GET THE PARTY
STARTED QUILT KIT

Let these cute characters add fun to
the nursery. Kit includes fabrics for the
fronts and backs of the three 12" pillows.
Kit #1002660 $44.99 $39.99

Win over the younger set with
this whimsical fusible-appliqued
quilt. Throw 50" x 59".
Kit #1002661 $119.99 $89.99

Be bold in your color choices for
great results! Twin 76" x 88".
Kit #1002548 $189.99 $129.99
Backing, 5½ yards,
#1002549 $59.99 $34.99

You decide on the hexagon
placement and choice of
applique technique. Kit includes
fabrics for the top, binding and
backing. 16" x 60".
Kit #1002550 $79.99 $49.99

ANEMONE KITS
MISTICK QUILT KIT
See why strip-piecing is an incredible timesaver.
Throw 66" x 66".
Kit #CF00093 $129.99 $89.99
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Pretty mermaids grace the centers of this
pieced 40" x 40" quilt and 16" pillow. Pillow
includes backing.
Quilt kit #1002656 $69.99 $49.99
Pillow kit #1002658 $39.99 $29.99

OUR BLOCK QUILT KIT
Life is good, and days are sunny in this cheery
neighborhood! Twin 71" x 71".
Kit #CF00079 $179.99 $129.99
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SUPER SAVINGS
BIG VALUE AT GREAT PRICES!

BEETOPIA
HONEYCOMB
QUILT KIT

STAR
GARDEN QUILT
KIT
LOVESTRUCK QUILT KIT
Practice curved piecing with the gentle curves of
this template-pieced quilt. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #CF00001 $149.99 $99.99

It’s all just squares!
Great fabrics make
a beautiful, graphic
statement in this
pieced quilt. Throw
60" x 60".
Kit #1002665
$119.99 $89.99

BUCKET BRIGADE KIT
Stash fabrics, tools and notions in this set of four fabric
buckets from 5" x 5½" to 12" x 11" high. Kit includes the
fabrics, and you’ll provide tubing and interfacing.
Kit #CF00007 $84.99 $64.99

Here’s a honey
of a way to
make a hexagon
quilt—with
templatepieced strips.
Full 80" x 90".
Kit #1002069
$249.00

$149.99

BEETOPIA BEE SKEP PILLOWS KIT
Sweeten your bedroom decor with this set of two 18" x 18"
pillows. Backing included.
Kit #1002076 $54.99 $29.99

TINY BOX ZIPPY KIT

ECHOED GEMS QUILT KIT

When on-the-go, put sewing notions or cosmetics into a zippered
fabric case. Kit includes fabrics for a set of three, 7½" x 4" x 3".
You supply zippers and interfacing.
Kit #CF00011 $54.99 $39.99

Prints sparkle against a backdrop of white
in this pieced quilt filled with half-square
triangles. King 108" x 108".
Kit #1002663 $279.99 $229.99

SPRING
STARS QUILT
KIT
Pieced stars
create a trellis
for pretty
fusibleappliqued
flowers. Kit
includes an
acrylic Flying Geese ruler and fabrics.
Queen 95" x 95".
Kit #1001643 $299.99 $189.99
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POCKETS TO GO KIT

MOONSHADOWS QUILT
KIT

Fill these organizers with sewing supplies. Kit includes fabrics
for a set of four, two each 6" x 6" x 5½" and 12" x 4" x 5½". You
supply interfacing and zippers.
Kit #CF00010 $64.99 $49.99

Show off the perky florals in
the big blocks of this pieced
quilt. Throw 59" x 60".
Kit #1002668 $99.99 $79.99
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TICKER
TAPE PARADE
QUILT KIT
Plenty of white
space calls
attention to the
fun typography
prints. Queen/king
90" x 102".
Kit #1002065
$299.99 $179.99

WATER LAND
NATURE’S BALANCE
QUILT KIT
Go to new heights using
60° triangles for this
pieced quilt. Full/queen
84" x 94".
Kit #1000663
$189.99 $99.99

DREAMY DEALS

HAZEL QUILT KIT
Experience a retro farmhouse feel with this
pieced quilt. Throw 60" x 80".
Kit #1000536 $219.99 $109.99

UNBEATABLE SAVINGS!

FESTIVE
INTERLOCKING
WREATH QUILT
KIT
Half-square triangles
are the foundation
for this quilt. Throw
57" x 57".
Kit #1000661
$129.99 $59.99

MOUNTAIN
RETREAT QUILT
KIT
Greens and reds
pack a powerful
wallop against a
backdrop of white.
Twin 72" x 92".
Kit #1000457 $189.99 $99.99
Backing, 6⅔ yards, #1001320
$89.99 $49.99
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PINKED
EDGES QUILT
KIT
Flying Geese
are great fun
to make, so
rev up your
sewing machine!
Queen/king
92" x 105".
Kit #1002061
$289.99

$179.99

DIAMOND RING QUILT KIT
Mid-century art and design inspired this template-pieced quilt.
Twin 72" x 72".
Kit #1000513 $159.99 $79.99

PAPER BANDANA
QUILT KIT
It’s open and airy and loaded
with appeal. Full 78" x 78".
Kit #1001270
$159.99 $79.99

BUTTERFLY
QUILT KIT
Super-sized blocks
yield super results.
Twin 76" x 88".
Kit #1001298
$214.99 $139.99
Backing, 5¼ yards,
#1001299
$59.99 $29.99
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Route 25, PO Box 1618
Center Harbor, NH 03226-1618
Phone: 1-877-821-8801 • Fax: 1-800-340-1757
Foreign Orders: Please call 1-603-253-8731

of Quilting
Description of Item

Purchases up to $10.00 .............. $2.99
from $10.01 to $20.00 ............... $3.99
$20.01 to $30.00 ...............$4.99
$30.01 to $40.00 ............... $5.99
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$60.01 to $100.00 ................$7.99
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**Expedited Delivery
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of item purchased, and the destination of the shipment. Companies selling over the Internet are subject
to the same sales tax collection requirements as any other retailers. To read our Sales Tax Summary go to
CraftofQuilting.com/salestaxsummary.

*Canadian shipments: The amount shown above plus $9.
*Foreign shipments: The amount shown above plus $15.
**In addition to standard shipping charges.
**Not available outside the 48 contiguous United States.

Item #

A New Destination for Modern Quilters

Ordering Information

Online Ordering: You can order online any time at
www.CraftofQuilting.com.
Toll Free Customer Service: We’re here Monday
through Saturday from 8:30 am to 6 pm (Eastern
time). If you need information or have a question
about your order, contact us at 877-269-8025 or
customerservice@craftofquilting.com.
Credit Cards: We welcome MasterCard, Visa, American
Express and Discover. Credit cards are not charged until
your order has been sent.

W

ith a nod to the modern fabric options
and the need to develop technique,
the Craft of Quilting has arrived. Not only are
we presenting a wealth of exclusive projects,
but we’re equipping you with the information
you need to grow your knowledge base, and
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Toll Free 24-Hour, 7-Day Phone Ordering:
Call us at 877-821-8801 Monday–Saturday from 8:30 am to
9 pm (Eastern time), and we’ll take your order personally.
Outside the U.S., call 603-253-8731. You can fax orders to
1-800-340-1757.

become more confident in your crafting skills.
This symbol is used to highlight our online
products: downloadable tutorials, patterns
and more. For the full list of options, go to
CraftofQuilting.com.

BETTER TOGETHER

Delivery Information: Most orders are shipped within
48 hours. Allow 7–10 business days for standard shipping
time. On occasion, items ordered at the same time are
shipped separately.
Shipping Charges: We keep our shipping charges as low
as possible. Delivery is guaranteed. If your order gets to
you in poor condition, or not at all, it’s not your problem,
it’s ours, and we’ll take care of it!

Craft of Quilting Guarantee: If, at any time, for any
reason, you want to return any item, just send it back
to us for a refund or exchange.

Send a Catalog to a Friend

NEW | SEWLINE™

FABRIC GLUE PEN

Hold fabric in place for sewing
using this water-soluble glue
that dries clear. Great for
laying down a nice thin line of
glue for English paper piecing
and applique.
Glue pen #CF00205 $7.95
Refill #CF00206 $3.95

of Quilting

Please note that expedited delivery is for in-stock items
only. Your order must be placed by 11 am (Eastern
time) Monday through Friday and shipped within the
contiguous 48 states. Expedited delivery is not available
for all items, or for delivery to postal boxes or general
delivery addresses. Call Customer Service for availability.

Route 25
Post Office Box 1618
Center Harbor NH 03226-1618

UPS Expedited Delivery (business days):
UPS 2nd Day Air®: Add $12 to standard shipping.
2-day delivery.
UPS Ground: Add $6 to standard shipping.
3–5 day delivery.

Name ______________________________________

Member of:

PLACE
STAMP
HERE

City ____________ State________ Zip __________

Enliven a room using Debby Kratovil’s fusible-appliqued
and foundation-pieced design and Dinara Mirtalipova’s
Gardening fabric collection by Windham Fabrics. Wall size
40" x 40"
Kit #1002507 $59.99
Pattern only #CF00025 $12.00

CRAFT OF QUILTING™ GIFT CERTIFICATE

If you have a quilting friend who would enjoy the
Craft of Quilting Catalog, print the name and address
below. We’ll send the current edition at no charge.
Street ______________________________________

AUDREY’S WHIMSICAL GARDEN QUILT KIT

Surprise a quilting friend
with a Craft of Quilting gift
certificate. They're available
in denominations of $10 or
more. Order item #1000073
indicating the amount and
the recipient’s name. Each
gift certificate will be sent
via postal mail with the most
recent catalog.

Lily
Marshall
2054638

100
1033696

